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In the past year, we have accomplished the following toward our longer-term goal of 
developing and applying modern tomographic techniques to image southern California 
upper mantle. 
 
Data: Nearly 20,000 teleseismic P-wave phase delays recorded by 211 southern 
California stations have been recovered, organized, formatted, and bad picks (i.e., picks 
to a station that are grossly inconsistent with picks of similar back azimuth and ray 
parameter) have been removed. 
 
Pre-processing: Station-wise crustal corrections are calculated from the SCEC CVM. 
 
Ray-based tomography: Inversion code has been improved to incorporate the SCEC 
CVM crustal corrections, to include Earth flattening, to calculate and apply event statics, 
and to run squeezing tests (Fig. 2). 
 
Post-processing: MATLAB script has been written to analyze and present the results of 
the tomography inversion (see Figs. 1-2 and Proposal for examples). 
 
Ray tracing: A method has been developed for teleseismic arrivals that is very fast, 
accurate and stable (and currently it is incorporated in the finite-frequency code).  Rays 
exit the model with the proper ray parameter and back azimuth, and follow a cubic 
deviation to the ray path given by the radial Earth model (interpolating between nodes). 
 
Finite-frequency tomography: Our code appears to work, and we are in the process of 
conducting final tests and extending this code to handle real data (i.e., incorporate station 
and event statics).  We construct an appropriate sensitivity kernel from lookup tables 
constructed using finite-difference evaluation of the sensitivity kernel at a specified 
frequency band, and conform the axis of the “banana-doughnut” to the geometric ray (in 
3D).  For forward propagation we take the dot product of this sensitivity with the Earth 
slowness structure.  For the inverse problem we fill the information density matrix, which 
we then invert for a slowness estimate.  This code has been written in MATLAB with the 
core code written in FORTRAN and complied for MATLAB use, and it is an easily 
transported technology that should be ready for distribution by the end of the second year 
of funding. 
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Figure 1.  Travel-time residuals.
(A) Residuals of the ~19,500 rays recorded by 211 southern California stations.
The red plots show the various residuals plotted against the raw residuals.
Note that the CVM for station SGL is off by ~0.6 s, which gets corrected by a
station static (all other station statics are very small, suggesting an accurate CVM).
The tomography model (Fig. 2) accounts well for most delays (bottom plots).
However, there remains a positive correlation between the raw delays and the final
residuals (bottom right plot), implying a systematic source of error (see too the
residuals to station RUN in (C), where the delays with respect to the model are of a
similar pattern as the statics-corrected delays).  This systematic misfit is thought to
be a finite-frequency effect (a better ray-based least-squares model cannot be had).
(B) Histograms similar to (A), but for the single station WHV.
(C) Residuals with corrections applied (top frames) and with respect to tomography
model (bottom frame) for three stations.  Extrema values highlighted in top frame.
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Figure 2.
P-wave tomography inversions.
Left and center columns show map
View and cross sections of an
Unconstrained inversion.  Right
column is an inversion
that is constrained “squeezed” to have as
much energy above 200 km as possible;
it explains the data as well as does the
unconstrained model.  The Transverse
Ranges and southern Sierra Nevada
“drips” are imaged well and take on the
Form recognized in previous inversions
(although these images have improved
Resolution and show additional detail).
The squeezing test indicates that the
southern Sierra Nevada structure need
not extend deeper than ~200 km.
However, by appearing artificially
truncated and requiring energy deeper
than 200 km, the Transverse Ranges
structure is resolved to extend deeper
than 200 km.  Tests not shown indicate
that no significant structure is required
below ~250 km.
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